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The new animation-driven engine introduces a suite of new features,
including the all-new Dynamic 3D Morpheus Engine, which delivers a new

level of visuals across all modes. A brand new generation of physics
models and algorithms powers the all-new AI, which will enable players to

compete with themselves and each other, delivering unprecedented
levels of competitive challenge. Players can see if a movement they make
could lead to a situation where the AI would try to make a move to cover

the space where they were just standing. Philosophy "We wanted to
continue to grow the roster and challenge the player with the most in-
depth, realistic and authentic football experience," said Andreas Sehn,
Vice President of EA SPORTS FIFA. "In partnering with our experts, we

were able to incorporate the input from all areas of the industry into this
completely new generation of football. Our goal is to continue to evolve

and improve the gameplay experience of football, making EA SPORTS FIFA
the most complete, realistic, and authentic football experience on any
platform. "The addition of Dynamic 3D Morpheus helps to bring more

visual quality to gameplay, combined with emotion, strength, and more
intelligent AI and player movements. This is a step into the future of EA

SPORTS FIFA gameplay, where we can look forward to seeing what we can
accomplish in the years to come." Leading the charge "We've always
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been passionate about creating unique features which enhance the
experience of football. What we've been able to capture through our

partnerships with some of the world's leading football clubs over the years
has been phenomenal," said Mark Simon, Executive Producer. "Bringing
this unique set of players and clubs together was a great starting point,

and continuing to work with them to find even more ways to enhance the
game has been a fantastic experience." "In a landmark season for EA

SPORTS FIFA, the roster has been completed, and, together with the new
generation of technology, the development team are pushing everything
further to produce the most immersive and authentic football experience.
We have delivered the best pitch in football, which is why we have signed

the most talented players and teams around the globe. We've brought
them together to play a football match, a whole match in one of the most

original modes ever developed, 'The Journey'," said Vincent Trousdell,
Director of EA SPORTS FIFA and Steven Mann, Director of Sports. "In the

past, we have

Features Key:

All-new new feature: FIFA’s engine has been upgraded to bring players and skills to life with a
level of detail that can be felt in every touch.
Simulation Direct mode delivers a more lifelike presentation, with new camera work and goal
celebrations.
 Player Intelligence has been upgraded, improving the quality of AI play.
New playable leagues, including the first ever National Football League in the United States.
New authentic stadiums and uniforms, including 8,000 seater venues, and have never looked
so good. All-new interior and exterior surface are available at a variety of new private,
community and social clubs.

Key Features:

All-new new feature: FIFA’s engine has been upgraded to bring players and skills to life with a
level of detail that can be felt in every touch.
A new first-person camera that features low view angles and a close-up macro camera. No
longer do you have to resort to sprinting past your defender and watching the game unfold
above you.
New career features, such as the My Player prequel that lets fans get to know their favourite
player, raise their skills to the max and create their player profile for life. Player Intelligence
has been upgraded, improving the quality of AI play.
Camera Technology is the key to making FIFA on PC feel more immersive than ever.
Improved broadcast and social features bring you closer to the game than ever before.
Includes improved responsiveness on xbox One, which will change the way you play and will
no longer be laggy as new players are added.
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FIFA is one of the most recognized names in sports video games, and we
are committed to excellence in game development. FIFA is the most

popular sports video game in the world, with over 115 million players.
FIFA is a franchise that transcends borders, has multiple language

versions, and is available on more than 400 million platforms around the
world, from cellphones to consoles and PC to TV. FIFA Ultimate Team

(FUT) is an online community of gamers who build and manage a squad of
players to compete in soccer leagues around the world. In FUT, gamers

can take on their friends in FIFA Ultimate Team matches online or use the
same roster in local games offline against human opponents. EA SPORTS

is the world leader in sports video games, and we’re committed to making
games that appeal to all players, with accessibility, realism and social

interaction at their core. With EA SPORTS FIFA, we are providing the best
FIFA experience for players of all ages, genders and skill levels. What is

FIFA Ultimate Team? Building a squad of soccer stars is fun and easy with
the new FUT. Fans will create their dream team by combining real-life and
fantasy players. They get to enjoy the thrill of the chase, as they build a
team to compete with their friends. And, for the first time ever in an EA

SPORTS video game, fans can bring their FUT to the couch and play
against their friends or the CPU in FIFA Ultimate Team Leagues in any of

the four modes – Showcase, Quick Game, Offline Seasons, and Online
Seasons. How is FIFA Ultimate Team different from other modes in the

game? The new FUT combines all of the gameplay elements of FIFA
Ultimate Team into a single experience – so you can create a team from

the very start, play a quick game, or compete for your favorite pro league.
Players can also use their roster from the original FIFA to play offline. EA
SPORTS introduced new features to improve the team building process in
FIFA, including: The ability to select players with just a few clicks of the

mouse; The ability to create a Dream Team by combining real and fantasy
players; A streamlined import and export feature; The ability to save your
squad and transfer to friends; The new season of innovation. Do I need a

specific configuration of hardware to play FIFA? FIFA has always been
designed to perform at the top of bc9d6d6daa
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Build your Ultimate Team to take you through the full grand final. With EA
SPORTS Football Management Club, have your entire squad at your
fingertips, allowing you to build one of the world’s most powerful teams.
Live Events – Live weekly events in real time, battle friends to earn
rewards and climb the leaderboards. With in-game events curated from
the 2014 FIFA World Cup™, compete to be crowned the #1 in your
country. Live in-game events give you a unique opportunity to earn coins
and experience – which can be exchanged for valuable FIFA items. Every
shot is a miss – Capture every moment of your career in FIFA 22 with a
wide-ranging set of celebrations, animations, dribbling drills and more.
Photo editing – Edit the pitch and add your own finishing touches to your
glory shots before taking the perfect snapshot. With a wide variety of new
features, players will be able to make their glory shots truly stand out.
Miscellaneous – The new FIFA Manager app gives users the opportunity to
customize their footballing experience. Managing your career, club and
online managers will also receive the special “FIFA FIFAManager”
treatment, with all of the team’s designers designing new kits for you. A
New Season – In FIFA 21 you made your mark in the UEFA Champions
League, but now it’s time to dominate the Brazil World Cup™. FIFA 22
takes you through the thrilling summer of 2014 for the FIFA World Cup in
Brazil, including Brazil, Germany, Spain, Netherlands, Mexico, South Korea
and the USA. Experience the action closer than ever before with ultimate
ball control and faster reflexes as you take your place in the host stadium.
Will you be the next star of the greatest show on Earth? COMMERCIAL
(MARKETING) + New marketing campaigns in selected territories;
including FIFA World Cup and Club World Cup (in connection with
UEFA.de) + New ads featuring Ronaldo and Lionel Messi in the run-up to
the 2014 FIFA World Cup™ in Brazil + Enhanced Champions League
updates, including the renewal of key sponsorship contracts such as
McDonald’s (end of 2013) and Konami (starting in January 2014)
PLATFORMS + Increased match space in FIFA Ultimate Team; bringing you
closer to your ultimate players + FIFA Ultimate Team mode (available on
Xbox 360™ and PlayStation 3™) + Brand
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What's new:

Evolutions – A brand new way to create a path to
greatness! Each player has a “Focus” stat that influences
how much more XP you can earn from evolving a player to
their next level. The more Focus, the more XP you can
earn!
Equipment – New cosmetic equipment has been introduced
to the Career Mode, along with other improvements. For
example, the first line of defense for many teams is now a
goalkeeper!
Amateur Glory – Play your way from Rookie to World
Champion as you go all-out in the Amateur Glory League,
compete across multiple competitions and earn stars for
winning each game.
To the 53rd minute! – Quickly go from NASL to the UEFA
Champions League as the career continues. FIFA is so big,
and now you can even compete in the 53rd minute.
PlayStation 4 Pro Exclusive – If you already own FIFA 19 on
PS4 Pro, you can download and play this version for free.
Get FIFA 19 with improved graphics and lighting, as well as
the critically-acclaimed FIFA Ultimate Team, through April
2019.

Exclusive to the PlayStation 4 Pro:

Mature Mode – Play up to four players at a time, with up to
eight players total!
In-game Tournaments – Beat your friends and try to beat
the world! FIFA e-Sports competitions allow you to
compete in tournament play with up to eight players at
once with online, offline, and local competition. And you
can focus on more important things like your career and
training.
PlayStation 4 Pro in-match commentary – Experience a real-
time broadcast that perfectly matches the fast-paced, free-
kicking style of play.
FIFA TV – Enjoy live professional broadcasts from the
biggest leagues around the world, plus player interviews
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and behind-the-scenes content.
PS4 Pro Trophy – Prove yourself among professional and
dedicated football players with their trophies. Unlock them
all to unlock a set of seven trophies.
PS4 Pro App – Use your favourite social media apps on your
PlayStation Camera, while using enhanced character
models and unparalleled graphics.
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Download the Xbox One Footy app today and set up your Xbox One
dashboard. Then, when you're at home, pick your team of choice and
show off your skills. Maybe you want to challenge your mates to a game
of FIFA? The EA SPORTS FIFA World League is the biggest sporting
competition of the year, played exclusively on FIFA. If you're not yet the
best FIFA player in the world, you can prove it and play FIFA with friends
from every country, region and part of the globe. The global community
and competitions are bigger than ever before, with over 40 million people
playing FIFA. If you can't wait to get into the game, FIFA Ultimate Team™
is where you can win exclusive packs to build your own dream team.
Three new modes in FIFA World League: • England vs. Rest of the World
(EA SPORTS FIFA 20 EIW) – Play as England in FIFA World League EIW, an
11-match festival of football on the pitch as well as in FIFA Ultimate
Team™ and FIFA Mobile. • FIFA World League – Classic (EA SPORTS FIFA
20 C) – Fight for medals as your country across four exhilarating
tournaments. The World League is back and better than ever, featuring
more countries and more matches than ever before. • FIFA World League
– Championship (EA SPORTS FIFA 20 WOC) – Play as the best teams in
FIFA World League history in a new eight-team tournament, as they
compete for the FIFA World Cup™. Want to see your favourite sport
played at its best? Want to play with your friends in FIFA? Our FIFA
franchise is bigger than ever before. With more than 26 million active
players around the world, FIFA is the greatest sports game on the planet.
Check out the FIFA World Class team at EA. More FIFA mobile football.
We're putting millions more fans into the game through FIFA Mobile.
Available in the App Store and Google Play, FIFA Mobile is the perfect
game to get players on the move and enjoy their favourite sports
anytime. Follow your favourite team live. FIFA Ultimate Team comes to
PS4™. For the first time, you can play alongside your friends, listen to
your favorite music while playing, and chat with your friends in the EA
SPORTS FIFA 20 community while you play. Follow
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Minimum requirements: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10
Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5, AMD Phenom II
X3 RAM: 4GB (8GB if the system has 3D Acceleration) Graphics: DirectX
11 and Shader Model 3.0 (also known as FX 3.0) Screen: 1024 x 768 or
higher, 16:9 Required HDD: 300 GB or higher (3 GB or higher if the
system has 3D Acceler
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